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Abstract

Sequence alignment is one of the most important algorithms that analyzing massive biological information. In modern bioinformatics, it plays an important role in field of serching for similar sequences, predicting sequence information of unkown sequence, looking for specific position of sequence, predicting protein structure and so on. Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is the earliest global alignment algorithm, it gets widely application with its accuracy, however, it has a high time complexity and its speed is slower. This paper adopts software pipelining technique to optimize Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with parallelization, and OpenMP which is the industrialized standard of shared memory programming is used to parallelize it. The performance of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm can get a great improvement with the optimization.
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1. Introduction

Sequence alignment[1][2] is a process of lining up two or more sequences for the purpose of assessing the degree of similarity and the possibility of homology based on specific scoring rules. It is the main content in the early formation of bioinformatics. Sequence alignment can implement serching for similar sequences, predicting sequence information of unkown sequence, predicting genome, looking for specific position of sequence, predicting protein structure and so on. It is of great significance to find information in the function, structure and evolution of biological sequences.

Sequence alignment provides an efficient way to determine whether two sequences have sufficient similarity[3], we can make a further judgement that the two sequences probably share an evolutionary ancestor with the calculated similarity, in other words, they have a homology[3]. The so-called similarity is a quantitative result that is obtained according to certain algorithm, while the homology is a sense of evolution, that is to say, whether two sequences are homologous needs verification of evolutionary facts. The pair-wise sequence
alignment may reflect a common evolutionary ancestor, or represent the same structure, but there is no inevitable relationship in evolution probably[6].

Sequence alignment contains global alignment[3] and local alignment[3]. Global alignment is that all symbols of sequence which is to be studied take part in comparison, as well as all symbols of sequence carry on arranging and scoring, and the results aligned with the same length of each sequence, such as Needleman-Wunsch algorithm[4][8]. Global alignment is that all symbols of sequence take part in comparison, but only symbols of the fragments with high score in sequence carry on arranging and scoring, such as Smith-Waterman algorithm[5].

2. Needleman-Wunsch algorithm

2.1. Dynamic programming

Dynamic programming solves the whole problem according to combining solution of sub-problem and often applies to optimization problems, that is to say, it makes a set of choices to achieve an optimal solution. The main idea of sequence alignment with dynamic programming is that if a path ends at a point on the optimal path, it is the optimal path of starting point to this point, that is to say, any sub-path that terminate on one point of the optional path must be the optional path itself that end at this point[7]. Thus, the optional path can be made by linking up with each optional sub-path.

2.2. Needleman-Wunsch algorithm

Needleman and Wunsch proposed a global alignment algorithm based on dynamic programming in 1970. It is the earliest pair-wise sequence alignment algorithm, and gets widely application with its accuracy, both its time complexity and space complexity are $O(n^2)$. The main idea of the algorithm to solve sequence alignment problem is that using iterative method to calculate similarity score of two sequences and store them in a score matrix, and then backing to find out the optional alignment sequence based on the matrix.

We use $M$ to represent score matrix, $M_{ij}$ to represent the element in the $i$-row and $j$-colum of $M$, $S(a, b)$ to represent the comparison score between character $a$ and character $b$. The value of $S(a, b)$ is computed with (1), and each value of element in score matrix is calculated according to (2), and then backing to find out the optional alignment sequence.

$$
S(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
1 & a = b \quad a \text{ and } b \text{ are not space} \\
-1 & a \neq b \quad a \text{ and } b \text{ are not space} \\
2 & \text{one is space between } a \text{ and } b 
\end{cases} \quad (1)
$$

$$
M_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
M_{i-1,j} + S(s_i, _) \\
M_{i,j-1} + S(s_i, t_j) \\
M_{i,j-1} + S(_, t_j)
\end{cases} \quad (2)
$$
3. Openmp

In 1997, computer hardware and software manufacturers defined a industry standard protocol with shared memory programming application interface, that is OpenMP, it overcomes poor portability and extendibility that is a disadvantage of parallel problem for a long time. OpenMP is a parallel programming model shared memory. Parallelization with shared memory is easy and flexible to program, Its development cycle is shorter, and it has a higher parallel efficiency.

OpenMP contains a set of compiler guided statements, runtime library routines and environment variables. It is mainly in parallelization of loop and works with standard C, C++ and Fortran, its instructions extend the model of ordered structure of original program with single program multiple data structure, shared task structure, synchronized structure and surport of shared or private data. In OpenMP, each compiler guided instruction begins with “#pragma omp”, “parallel” instruction defines a parallel domain, it will creates some other thread to execute the code in parallel, and “parallel for” can implement that each iteration of for loops is executed in parallel. “Private” clause indicates each thread has its own copy of “i”, specific usage of the sample code with C is as follows.

```c
#pragma parallel for private(i)
for(i=0; i<n; i++)
printf("Hello World!\n");
```

4. Parallelization of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm

4.1. Software pipelining

Software pipelining is a traditional optimal technique that reforms the loop so that a faster execution rate is realized[9]. Iterations are executed in overlapped fashion to increase parallelism. This technique is a good method to solve data dependences. Its main idea is that removing data dependences between iterations of a loop by adjusting the execution order of operations of each iteration, making the different iterations can be executed in parallel by reconstructing the loop body to improve the performance of program.

4.2. Optimized Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with software pipelining

The time consumption of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is mainly in calculating of its score matrix. The value of each element in score matrix is calculated based on its left adjacent element, above adjacent element and diagonal element, it has a significant data dependences between each iteration, the pseudo-code of its calculation is as follows.

```c
for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
for(j=1; j<=m; j++)
Mi,j = Max{ Mi-1,j + S(si, -), Mi-1,j-1 + S(si, tj), Mi,j-1 + S(-, tj)};
```

We take internal loop as the operations of outer loop to unroll the outer loop as Fig. 1, we use each row to represent a time quantum and each column to represent the iteration. In score matrix, the elements under the same line as in Fig. 2 can be calculated at the same time. That is to say, in Fig. 1, after unrolling the loop, synchronous execution of the operations of each iteration can be implemented at the same time quantum. With this, we can improve the processing rate of score matrix. Optimized code by software pipelining is as below. We assume the value of m is smaller than n.
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```c
for(i=1; i<=n+m-1; i++){
    if(i<=m)
        for(j=1; j<i+1; j++)
            Mi+1-j,j = Max{Mi-j,j + S(si+1-j, _), Mi-j,j-1 + S(si+1-j, tj), Mi+1-j,j-1 + S(_, tj)};
    else
        for(j=m; j>=i-n+1; j--)
            Mi+1-j,j = Max{Mi-j,j + S(si+1-j, _), Mi-j,j-1 + S(si+1-j, tj), Mi+1-j,j-1 + S(_, tj)};
}
```

Fig. 1 Unrolled loop
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Fig. 2 Score matrix
4.3. Parallelization of optimized Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with OpenMP

There are four task schedulings in OpenMP, static scheduling, dynamic scheduling, guided scheduling and runtime scheduling. Static scheduling assigns the same chunk size to threads as a poll way statically, we can adopt it to reduce overhead for tasks of load balancing. Dynamic scheduling is that thread can get another chunk as long as it implements its task, it has a large overhead. Compiler can optimize static scheduling, however, there is no optimized function for dynamic scheduling. Guided scheduling is a mixed strategy, each thread obtains a larger chunk in the first, and then reduces the chunk size gradually in the succedent run until reducing to the limit chunk size, and chunk size is calculated dynamically as needed. Runtime Scheduling based on the value of environment variable OMP_SCHEDULE to decide selection of task scheduling. This paper uses static scheduling and the main code is as follows.

```c
for(i=1; i<=n+m-1; i++)
{
  if(i<=m)
  {
    #pragma omp parallel for private(j) schedule (static,1)
    for(j=1; j<i+1; j++)
      Mi+1-j,j = Max{Mi-j,j + S(si+1-j, _), Mi-j,j-1 + S(_, tj), Mi+1-j,j-1 +S(_ , tj)};
  }
  else
  {
    #pragma omp parallel for private(j) schedule (static,1)
    for(j=m; j>=i-n+1; j--)
      Mi+1-j,j = Max{Mi-j,j + S(si+1-j, _), Mi-j,j-1 + S(_, tj), Mi+1-j,j-1 +S(_ , tj)};
  }
}
```

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we study the Needleman-Wunsch global alignment algorithm in bioinformatics, and optimize it with software pipelining technique and OpenMP programming so that it can be processed in parallel. The optimized Needleman-Wunsch algorithm obtains a high performance. It is perfect for processing alignment of long sequences, if the sequence is fairly short, the performance improvement of program will be not obvious, this is because OpenMP programming uses fork and join fashion when it runs, so parallel processing will bring corresponding overhead of thread creation and destruction, however, in general, the performance of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm gets a great improvement.
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